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Geography Ralph Lemon 2000 "Geography, a tapestry of journal entries, choreographic scores, drawings, and
photographs, leads us through the creation of an evening-long dance, "Geography," a collaboration about being
American, African, brown, black, blue black, male, and artist. This dance piece was a major departure for Ralph
Lemon. In it everything is at stake - his identity, his politics, his art, his very way of moving. In order to
create it, he traveled to Africa in search of dancers and a new relationship to the stage." "The intimate, keenly
observed passages in this artist's journal give us extraordinary insights on the process of dance-making - from
the discovery of specific movements to the sometimes uneasy relationships between the dancers. At every
juncture the collaboration posed difficult questions about representing African dance and culture within the
context of modern America's post-slave heritage. The book beautifully documents Lemon's ability to negotiate
different dance traditions without either erasing or cementing them."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field
provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
New Labor in New York Ruth Milkman 2014-03-07 New York City boasts a higher rate of unionization than
any other major U.S. city—roughly double the national average—but the city’s unions have suffered steady and
relentless decline, especially in the private sector. With higher levels of income inequality than any other
large city in the nation, New York today is home to a large and growing precariat—workers with little or no
employment security who are often excluded from the basic legal protections that unions struggled for and
won in the twentieth century. Community-based organizations and worker centers have developed the most
promising approach to organizing the new precariat and to addressing the crisis facing the labor movement.
Home to some of the nation’s very first worker centers, New York City today has the single largest
concentration of these organizations in the United States, yet until now no one has documented their efforts.
New Labor in New York includes thirteen fine-grained case studies of recent campaigns by worker centers
and unions, each of which is based on original research and participant observation. Some of the campaigns
documented here involve taxi drivers, street vendors, and domestic workers, as well as middle-strata
freelancers—all of whom are excluded from basic employment laws. Other cases focus on supermarket, retail,
and restaurant workers, who are nominally covered by such laws but who often experience wage theft and
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other legal violations; still other campaigns are not restricted to a single occupation or industry. This book offers
a richly detailed portrait of the new labor movement in New York City, as well as several recent efforts to
expand that movement from the local to the national scale.
Author-title Catalog University of California, Berkeley. Library 1963

Holland Real Estate Yearbook 2007
Study and Master Geography Grade 11 CAPS Study Guide Helen Collett 2014-08-21
Bodies, Technologies and Methods Phil Jones 2020-04-30 This book examines how different technologies can be
used to enhance research methods in the social sciences and humanities. The boundary between the body and
the digital has become increasingly blurred in recent years due to the rise of technologies that capture and
reshape our embodied selves. New technologies all too often reflect the attitudes of the privileged white men
who dominate the tech sector. This book thus, in part, considers how critical researchers can employ new
technologies while challenging some of the problematic assumptions that underpin their design. It also includes
a series of case studies that examine the dynamic use of different techniques to explore key questions around
the intersection of embodiment and the digital. With a playful, experimental approach to conducting research
today, this book offers new, cutting-edge methods that respond to the potential of different technologies. It will
be invaluable reading for undergraduate and post-graduate students of social sciences and humanities to explore
ways in which this approach can bring new insights to a range of interdisciplinary research questions.
Danger, Development and Legitimacy in East Asian Maritime Politics Christian Wirth 2017-11-15 Grounded in
extensive empirical research, Danger, Development and Legitimacy in East Asian Maritime Politics addresses
the major issues of geopolitics in the region that have been and will continue to shape the international politics
of the Asia-Pacific for years to come. Covering the nation-states of China, Japan and South Korea, it includes an
examination of the key island disputes, as well as analysis of the North Korea–South Korea clashes in the
Yellow Sea, controversies in Japan’s relations with both Koreas and the so-called ‘history disputes’, including
recognition of World War II atrocities across the region. In doing so, this book explores a range of themes from
the ecological environment to the globalized nature of shipping and therein links the East Asian maritime
sphere directly to the dynamics and developments in the domestic politics of each country. Thus, it serves to
demonstrate how several controversial debates in the international politics of the Asia-Pacific are ultimately
and inextricably intertwined. A timely contribution that furthers our understanding of contemporary politics
of the Asia-Pacific, this book will be of great interest to students and scholars of Asian politics, international
relations and the Asia-Pacific region in general.
The Greening of London, 1920–2000 Dr Matti O. Hannikainen 2016-01-28 The long-term development of
public green spaces such as parks, public gardens, and recreation grounds in London during the twentieth
century is a curiously neglected subject, despite the fact that various kinds of green spaces cover huge areas in
cities in the UK today. This book explores how and why public green spaces have been created and used in
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London, and what actors have been involved in their evolution, during the course of the twentieth century.
Building on case studies of the contemporary boroughs of Camden and Southwark and making use of a wealth
of archival material, the author takes us through the planning and creation stages, to the intended (and actual)
uses and ongoing management of the spaces. By highlighting the rise and fall of municipal authorities and the
impact of neo-liberalism after the 1970s, the book also deepens our understanding of how London has been
governed, planned and ruled during the twentieth century. It makes a crucial contribution to academic as well
as political discourse on the history and present role of green space in sustainable cities.
The Official Picture Carol Payne 2013-06-01 Mandated to foster a sense of national cohesion The National Film
Board of Canada's Still Photography Division was the country's official photographer during the mid-twentieth
century. Like the Farm Security Administration and other agencies in the US, the NFB used photographs to
serve the nation. Division photographers shot everything from official state functions to images of the routine
events of daily life, producing some of the most dynamic photographs of the time, seen by millions of
Canadians - and international audiences - in newspapers, magazines, exhibitions, and filmstrips. In The Official
Picture, Carol Payne argues that the Still Photography Division played a significant role in Canadian nationbuilding during WWII and the two decades that followed. Payne examines key images, themes, and periods
in the Division's history - including the depiction of women munitions workers, landscape photography in the
1950s and 60s, and portraits of Canadians during the Centennial in 1967 - to demonstrate how abstract concepts
of nationhood and citizenship, as well as attitudes toward gender, class, linguistic identity, and conceptions of
race were reproduced in photographs. The Official Picture looks closely at the work of many Division
photographers from staff members Chris Lund and Gar Lunney during the 1940s and 1950s to the expressive
documentary photography of Michel Lambeth, Michael Semak, and Pierre Gaudard, in the 1960s and after.
The Division also produced a substantial body of Northern imagery documenting Inuit and Native peoples.
Payne details how Inuit groups have turned to the archive in recent years in an effort to reaffirm their own
cultural identity. For decades, the Still Photography Division served as the country's image bank, producing a
government-endorsed "official picture" of Canada. A rich archival study, The Official Picture brings the hisotry
of the Division, long overshadowed by the Board's cinematic divisions, to light.

Geography and Education Kieran O'Mahony 1988 Geography and Education is a comparative description of the
development of educational systems in very different political arenas. Reaching from early Greek educational
philosophies to present day systems, Geography and Education draws in-depth examples from British,
Teutonic, Russian and French idealists. The establishment and development of educational systems were
unique events to European countries and eventually came to America at a time when the New World was
exploring democracy and freedom. These rich and varied outside influences created a particularly difficult
educational experience in the North American school arena at the same time that geography was developing
as an educational discipline.
A Question of Place Ronald John Johnston 1991-01-01
Everyday Jewish Life in Imperial Russia ChaeRan Y. Freeze 2013-12-03 This book makes accessibleÑfor the
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first time in EnglishÑdeclassified archival documents from the former Soviet Union, rabbinic sources, and
previously untranslated memoirs, illuminating everyday Jewish life as the site of interaction and negotiation
among and between neighbors, society, and the Russian state, from the beginning of the nineteenth century to
World War I. Focusing on religion, family, health, sexuality, work, and politics, these documents provide an
intimate portrait of the rich diversity of Jewish life. By personalizing collective experience through individual
life storiesÑreflecting not only the typical but also the extraordinaryÑthe sources reveal the tensions and
ruptures in a vanished society. An introductory survey of Russian Jewish history from the Polish partitions
(1772Ð1795) to World War I combines with prefatory remarks, textual annotations, and a bibliography of
suggested readings to provide a new perspective on the history of the Jews of Russia.
Ethics in Everyday Places Tom Koch 2022-11-01 An exploration of moral stress, distress, and injuries inherent
in modern society through the maps that pervade academic and public communications worlds. In Ethics in
Everyday Places, ethicist and geographer Tom Koch considers what happens when, as he puts it, “you do
everything right but know you've done something wrong." The resulting moral stress and injury, he argues,
are pervasive in modern Western society. Koch makes his argument "from the ground up," from the
perspective of average persons, and through a revealing series of maps in which issues of ethics and morality
are embedded. The book begins with a general grounding in both moral stress and mapping as a means of
investigation. The author then examines the ethical dilemmas of mapmakers and others in the popular media
and the sciences, including graphic artists, journalists, researchers, and social scientists. Koch expands from the
particular to the general, from mapmaker and journalist to the readers of maps and news. He explores the
moral stress and injury in educational funding, poverty, and income inequality ("Why aren't we angry that
one in eight fellow citizens lives in federally certified poverty?"), transportation modeling (seen in the iconic
map of the London transit system and the hidden realities of exclusion), and U.S. graft organ transplantation.
This uniquely interdisciplinary work rewrites our understanding of the nature of moral stress, distress and
injury, and ethics in modern life. Written accessibly and engagingly, it transforms how we think of
ethics—personal and professional—amid the often conflicting moral injunctions across modern society.
Copublished with Esri Press
The Films of Delmer Daves Douglas Horlock 2022-04-15 Delmer Daves (1904–1977) was an American
screenwriter, director, and producer known for his dramas and Western adventures, most notably Broken
Arrow and 3:10 to Yuma. Despite the popularity of his films, there has been little serious examination of
Daves’s work. Filmmaker Bertrand Tavernier has called Daves the most forgotten of American directors, and
to date no scholarly monograph has focused on his work. In The Films of Delmer Daves: Visions of Progress in
Mid-Twentieth-Century America, author Douglas Horlock contends that the director’s work warrants
sustained scholarly attention. Examining all of Daves’s films, as well as his screenplays, scripts that were not
filmed, and personal papers, Horlock argues that Daves was a serious, distinctive, and enlightened filmmaker
whose work confronts the general conservatism of Hollywood in the mid-twentieth century. Horlock
considers Daves’s films through the lenses of political and social values, race and civil rights, and gender and
sexuality. Ultimately, Horlock suggests that Daves’s work—through its examination of bigotry and irrational
fear and depiction of institutional and personal morality and freedom—presents a consistent, innovative, and
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progressive vision of America.
Geography, Grade 12 Helen Collett 2014-06-26

The Teaching of Geography B. C. Wallis 2013-09-12 Originally published in 1967, this book addresses the
teaching of various kinds of geography to secondary school students.

The Geography of Iron and Steel Norman John Greville Pounds 1971
The Precariat Guy Standing 2021-07-15 This book presents the new Precariat – the rapidly growing number
of people facing lives of insecurity, on zero hours contracts, moving in and out of jobs that give little meaning
to their lives. The delivery driver who brings your packages, the uber driver who gets you to work, the
security guard at the mall, the carer looking after our elderly...these are The Precariat. Guy Standing
investigates this new and growing group, finding a frustrated and angry new underclass who are often
ignored by politicians and economists. The rise of zero hours contracts, encouraged by fat cat corporations as
risk-free employment, and by silicon valley as a way of outsourcing costs and responsibility, has been
exacerbated by the COVID pandemic. At the same time, in its experience of lockdown, the western world is
realizing the true value of these nurses, carers and key workers. The answer? The return of income security
and meaningful work - the principles 20th century capitalism was built on. By making the fears and desires of
the Precariat central to economic thinking, Standing shows how concepts like Basic Income are not just
desirable but inevitable, and plots the way to a better future.
The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers Johnny Saldana 2012-10-04 The Second Edition of Johnny
Saldaña's international bestseller provides an in-depth guide to the multiple approaches available for coding
qualitative data. Fully up to date, it includes new chapters, more coding techniques and an additional glossary.
Clear, practical and authoritative, the book: -describes how coding initiates qualitative data analysis demonstrates the writing of analytic memos -discusses available analytic software -suggests how best to use
The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers for particular studies. In total, 32 coding methods are profiled
that can be applied to a range of research genres from grounded theory to phenomenology to narrative
inquiry. For each approach, Saldaña discusses the method's origins, a description of the method, practical
applications, and a clearly illustrated example with analytic follow-up. A unique and invaluable reference for
students, teachers, and practitioners of qualitative inquiry, this book is essential reading across the social
sciences.

Fences and Neighbors Jeannette Money 1999 Includes statistics.
The Routledge Handbook on Crime and International Migration Sharon Pickering 2017-07-14 The Routledge
Handbook on Crime and International Migration is concerned with the various relationships between
migration, crime and victimization that have informed a wide criminological scholarship often driven by some
of the original lines of inquiry of the Chicago School. Historically, migration and crime came to be the device
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by which Criminology and cognate fields sought to tackle issues of race and ethnicity, often in highly
problematic ways. However, in the contemporary period this body of scholarship is inspiring scholars to
produce significant evidence that speaks to some of the biggest public policy questions and debunks many
dominant mythologies around the criminality of migrants. The Routledge Handbook on Crime and
International Migration is also concerned with the theoretical, empirical and policy knots found in the
relationship between regular and irregular migration, offending and victimization, the processes and impact of
criminalization, and the changing role of criminal justice systems in the regulation and enforcement of
international mobility and borders. The Handbook is focused on the migratory ‘fault lines’ between the Global
North and Global South, which have produced new or accelerated sites of state control, constructed irregular
migration as a crime and security problem, and mobilized ideological and coercive powers usually reserved for
criminal or military threats. Offering a strong international focus and comprehensive coverage of a wide range
of border, criminal justice and migration-related issues, this book is an important contribution to criminology
and migration studies and will be essential reading for academics, students and practitioners interested in this
field.
White Flight Kevin M. Kruse 2013-07-11 During the civil rights era, Atlanta thought of itself as "The City Too
Busy to Hate," a rare place in the South where the races lived and thrived together. Over the course of the
1960s and 1970s, however, so many whites fled the city for the suburbs that Atlanta earned a new nickname:
"The City Too Busy Moving to Hate." In this reappraisal of racial politics in modern America, Kevin Kruse
explains the causes and consequences of "white flight" in Atlanta and elsewhere. Seeking to understand
segregationists on their own terms, White Flight moves past simple stereotypes to explore the meaning of
white resistance. In the end, Kruse finds that segregationist resistance, which failed to stop the civil rights
movement, nevertheless managed to preserve the world of segregation and even perfect it in subtler and
stronger forms. Challenging the conventional wisdom that white flight meant nothing more than a literal
movement of whites to the suburbs, this book argues that it represented a more important transformation in
the political ideology of those involved. In a provocative revision of postwar American history, Kruse
demonstrates that traditional elements of modern conservatism, such as hostility to the federal government and
faith in free enterprise, underwent important transformations during the postwar struggle over segregation.
Likewise, white resistance gave birth to several new conservative causes, like the tax revolt, tuition vouchers,
and privatization of public services. Tracing the journey of southern conservatives from white supremacy to
white suburbia, Kruse locates the origins of modern American politics. Some images inside the book are
unavailable due to digital copyright restrictions.
Cambridge IGCSE Geography John Belfield 2012-01-01 An investigative approach to Cambridge IGCSE
Geography, written in partnership with the Geographical Association. Encourage students to make links
between case studies and their own local contexts as well as exploring the core themes and skills of the 0460
syllabus in the context of global case studies and processes. Prepare for exam success with full coverage of the
core themes of Paper 1 (Population and Settlement, The Natural Environment, Economic Development and
the Use of Resources) as well as the geographical and fieldwork skills elements of Papers 2, 3 and 4. Help
students focus on achieving the best grades with excellent exam support for each Paper, with exam-style
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questions, answers at different levels and accompanying comments. Be confident in the content and approach this resource is written by highly experienced Geography teachers, consulted edited by a CIE Principal
Examiner, and produced in partnership with the UK Geographical Association - the home of best practice in
Geography teaching.
Property and Human Rights in a Global Context Ting Xu 2016-03-24 Property as a human rights concern is
manifested through its incorporation in international instruments and as a subject of the law through propertyrelated cases considered by international human rights organs. Yet, for the most part, the relationship between
property and human rights has been discussed in rather superficial terms, lacking a clear substantive
connection or common language. That said, the currents of globalisation have witnessed a new era of
interrelation between these two areas of the law, including the emergence of international intellectual
property law and the recognition of indigenous claims, which, in fundamental ways, speak to an engagement
with human rights law. This collection starts the conversation between human rights lawyers and property
lawyers and explores analytical approaches to the increasing relationship between property and human rights
in a global context. The chapters engage with key theoretical and policy debates and range across three main
themes: The re-evaluation of the public/private divide in the law; the tensions between the market and social
justice in development and the balance between the rights of individuals and those of communities. The
chapters adopt a global, comparative perspective and engage in case studies from countries including India,
Philippines, Brazil, the United States, the United Kingdom and includes various regions of Africa and Europe.
The Athenaeum 1856

Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States National Research Council 2009-07-29 Scores of talented
and dedicated people serve the forensic science community, performing vitally important work. However,
they are often constrained by lack of adequate resources, sound policies, and national support. It is clear that
change and advancements, both systematic and scientific, are needed in a number of forensic science disciplines
to ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable standards, and promote best practices with consistent
application. Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward provides a detailed plan for
addressing these needs and suggests the creation of a new government entity, the National Institute of
Forensic Science, to establish and enforce standards within the forensic science community. The benefits of
improving and regulating the forensic science disciplines are clear: assisting law enforcement officials,
enhancing homeland security, and reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and exoneration. Strengthening
Forensic Science in the United States gives a full account of what is needed to advance the forensic science
disciplines, including upgrading of systems and organizational structures, better training, widespread adoption
of uniform and enforceable best practices, and mandatory certification and accreditation programs. While this
book provides an essential call-to-action for congress and policy makers, it also serves as a vital tool for law
enforcement agencies, criminal prosecutors and attorneys, and forensic science educators.
The Maputo Development Corridor Taylor & Francis Group
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Reducing Gun Violence in America Daniel W. Webster 2013-01-28 The book includes an analysis of the
constitutionality of many recommended policies and data from a national public opinion poll that reflects
support among the majority of Americans—including gun owners—for stronger gun policies.
Harold M. Mayer, Fifty Years of Professional Geography Lutz Holzner 1990
After the Education Wars Andrea Gabor 2018-06-12 “The education wars have been demoralizing for teachers.
. . . After the Education Wars helps us to see a better way forward.” —Cathy N. Davidson, The New York
Times Book Review “After the Education Wars is an important book that points the way to genuine reform.”
—Diane Ravitch, author of Reign of Error and The Death and Life of the Great American School System A
bestselling business journalist critiques the top-down approach of popular education reforms and profiles the
unexpected success of schools embracing a nimbler, more democratic entrepreneurialism In an entirely fresh
take on school reform, business journalist and bestselling author Andrea Gabor argues that Bill Gates, Eli Broad,
and other leaders of the prevailing education-reform movement have borrowed all the wrong lessons from the
business world. After the Education Wars explains how the market-based measures and carrot-and-stick
incentives informing today’s reforms are out of sync with the nurturing culture that good schools foster
and—contrary to popular belief—at odds with the best practices of thriving twenty-first-century companies as
well. These rich, detailed stories of real reform in action illustrate how enduring change must be deeply
collaborative and relentlessly focused on improvement from the grass roots up—lessons also learned from both
the open-source software and quality movements. The good news is that solutions born of this philosophy are
all around us: from Brockton, Massachusetts, where the state’s once-failing largest high school now sends most
graduates to college, to Leander, Texas, a large district where school improvement, spurred by the ideas of
quality guru W. Edwards Deming, has become a way of life. A welcome exception to the doom-and-gloom
canon of education reform, After the Education Wars makes clear that what’s needed is not more grand ideas,
but practical and informed ways to grow the best ones that are already transforming schools.

Historical Geography of the United States Ronald E. Grim 1982
A Geography Of Time Robert N. Levine 2008-08-01 In this engaging and spirited book, eminent social
psychologist Robert Levine asks us to explore a dimension of our experience that we take for granted—our
perception of time. When we travel to a different country, or even a different city in the United States, we
assume that a certain amount of cultural adjustment will be required, whether it's getting used to new food or
negotiating a foreign language, adapting to a different standard of living or another currency. In fact, what
contributes most to our sense of disorientation is having to adapt to another culture's sense of time.Levine, who
has devoted his career to studying time and the pace of life, takes us on an enchanting tour of time through the
ages and around the world. As he recounts his unique experiences with humor and deep insight, we travel
with him to Brazil, where to be three hours late is perfectly acceptable, and to Japan, where he finds a sense of
the long-term that is unheard of in the West. We visit communities in the United States and find that
population size affects the pace of life—and even the pace of walking. We travel back in time to ancient Greece
to examine early clocks and sundials, then move forward through the centuries to the beginnings of ”clock
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time” during the Industrial Revolution. We learn that there are places in the world today where people still
live according to ”nature time,” the rhythm of the sun and the seasons, and ”event time,” the structuring of
time around happenings(when you want to make a late appointment in Burundi, you say, ”I'll see you when
the cows come in”).Levine raises some fascinating questions. How do we use our time? Are we being ruled by
the clock? What is this doing to our cities? To our relationships? To our own bodies and psyches? Are there
decisions we have made without conscious choice? Alternative tempos we might prefer? Perhaps, Levine
argues, our goal should be to try to live in a ”multitemporal” society, one in which we learn to move back and
forth among nature time, event time, and clock time. In other words, each of us must chart our own
geography of time. If we can do that, we will have achieved temporal prosperity.

The Geography of Nowhere James Howard Kunstler 1993 An analysis of America's national landscape argues
that much of what surrounds Americans is depressing, ugly, and unhealthy and traces America's evolution
from a land of village commons to a man-made landscape that ignores nature and human needs.
Russian Modernization Markku Kivinen 2020-11-30 Building on an original interpretation of social theory and
an interdisciplinary approach, this book creates a new paradigm in the Russian studies. Taking a fresh view of
Russia’s multiple experiences of modernization, it seeks to explain the Putin era in a completely new way.
This book explores the paradoxical and contradictory aspects of Russia, analyzing the energy-dependent
economy and hybrid political regime, but also religion, welfare, and culture, and their often complex
interrelations. Written by a community of both Western and Russian scholars, this book re-affirms the value of
social science when confronting a society that has undergone enormous and costly systematic changes. The
Russian elites see modernization narrowly as economic and technological competitiveness. The contributors to
this volume see contemporary Russia facing a series of antinomies, which are macro-level dilemmas that
cannot be abolished, either by philosophical mediation or by immediate political decisions. As such, they are the
tension fields that constitute choices for various competing agencies. This book will be of interest to scholars and
students of Russian studies, transition studies, sociology, social policy, political science, energy policy, cultural
studies, and stratification studies. Professionals involved in energy, ecology, and security policy will also find
this publication a rich source.
World Economic Outlook, October 2013 International Monetary Fund. Research Dept. 2013-10-08 Global
growth is in low gear, and the drivers of activity are changing. These dynamics raise new policy challenges.
Advanced economies are growing again but must continue financial sector repair, pursue fiscal consolidation,
and spur job growth. Emerging market economies face the dual challenges of slowing growth and tighter
global financial conditions. This issue of the World Economic Outlook examines the potential spillovers from
these transitions and the appropriate policy responses. Chapter 3 explores how output comovements are
influenced by policy and financial shocks, growth surprises, and other linkages. Chapter 4 assesses why certain
emerging market economies were able to avoid the classical boom-and-bust cycle in the face of volatile capital
flows during the global financial crisis.

Fixed Borders, Fluid Boundaries Chandan Kumar Sharma 2020-07-14 This book provides an understanding of
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the challenges in Northeast India in terms of the nature of flows and ruptures in the daily lives of people. It
brings together multiple and interconnected issues of identity, development, environment, migration, land
alienation and policy impacts to the forefront. Northeast India’s history is affected both by internal dynamic
processes, as are its linkages with adjoining countries, marked by a fluid movement of people and goods across
porous borders. The book explores how the region has emerged as a resource frontier for the global markets,
yet its resource mobilization has led to disparity within the region. The volume discusses key themes
concerning the region such as the processes of development and people’s resistance; underdevelopment in the
peripheral areas; resource flow and conflict; community response and local agency; state and customary
practices; politics of land and citizenship; development-induced dispossession; human mobility, immigration and
conflict; the notion of "outsiders"; inter-state border conflict; and spatial connections. Rich in empirical data, the
volume will be relevant and useful for students and researchers of development studies, Northeast India
studies, sociology, political science, border and migration studies, public policy, peace and conflict studies, as
well as practitioners and policymakers.

Glossary of Key Information Security Terms Richard Kissel 2011-05 This glossary provides a central resource
of definitions most commonly used in Nat. Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) information security
publications and in the Committee for National Security Systems (CNSS) information assurance publications.
Each entry in the glossary points to one or more source NIST publications, and/or CNSSI-4009, and/or
supplemental sources where appropriate. This is a print on demand edition of an important, hard-to-find
publication.
Dollar Altar Robert Mwangi 2014-09-09 Declining Western Development Hinges on Human Suffering:
Developing Countries Cautioned From Copying The Entire Model. The observations in this book about
Capitalism are not in comparison to other economic models, but on its own merits that need no such comparison
to appreciate. Many have questioned the fairness and the skewedness of wealth distribution in Capitalism, but
have been dismissed by the so called winners when they say, ”it’s the best that we have.” On this I would say,
if you were stranded in sea it would be imprudent to quench your thirst with the best there is. You should
focus on how to make the best available water safe to drink. The best we have does not mean that it’s the best
there can ever be. The debate about some Capitalism failures always becomes divisive as most people think that
the remedy is socialistic and communism-like and cold war hangovers don’t help.
Fluvial Forms and Processes David Knighton 2014-04-08 David Knighton's best-selling book looks at the wide
range of forms developed by natural rivers and the processes responsible for that development. The book
combines empirical and theoretical approaches, and provides a critical assessment of the many schools of
thought which have emerged for dealing with adjustment in the fluvial system. It is fully illustrated
throughout by a superb range of figures, photographs and tables. Starting with the network scale, the book
examines the interaction of hillslopes, drainage networks and channels, and goes on to considerations of
catchment hydrology and catchment denudation. Fluvial processes are analysed in detail, from the mechanics
of flow to sediment transport and deposition. Detailing the major components of river channels, the book
examines the nature of river adjustment, particularly with respect to equilibrium concepts, and concludes with
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a look at channel changes through time, affected by flood discharges, climatic change and human activities.
Spaces of Congestion and Traffic David Rooney 2018-08-13 This book provides a political history of urban traffic
congestion in the twentieth century, and explores how and why experts from a range of professional
disciplines have attempted to solve what they have called ‘the traffic problem’. It draws on case studies of
historical traffic projects in London to trace the relationship among technologies, infrastructures, politics, and
power on the capital’s congested streets. From the visions of urban planners to the concrete realities of
engineers, and from the demands of traffic cops and economists to the new world of electronic surveillance, the
book examines the political tensions embedded in the streets of our world cities. It also reveals the hand of
capital in our traffic landscape. This book challenges conventional wisdom on urban traffic congestion,
deploying a broad array of historical and material sources to tell a powerful account of how our cities work and
why traffic remains such a problem. It is a welcome addition to literature on histories and geographies of urban
mobility and will appeal to students and researchers in the fields of urban history, transport studies, historical
geography, planning history, and the history of technology.
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